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ABSTRACT 
In the following report, a method for evaluating the 
attenuation character1Rtics of a general muffler as well 
as the design, construction and use of the associated 
apparatus ara described. 
The method combines accepted plane wave theory and 
expe:rimet!'tal techniques into a relatively straight for-. 
ward approach to the analysis of acoustic filters. Equa.-
tions are developed to cover the frequency range between 
vl11 
300 and 4000 cycles per second; Deviations from theRe 
equations extend the use of the equipment to low frequencies 
~ithout the need for unduly long and cumbersome apparatus. 
Thts method, \.,.hich may be called the standing wave 
method, utilizes a· standing wave tube with a sliding 
microphone pickup to determine the reflection character-
iatj.cs of a given termination. Thert, the reflection 
characteristics so determined are used with data collected 
in a transmission tube apparatus to deterQine the trans-
reiss1on characteristics or the ter~1nation. 
The experimental analysis of a variable length expan-
sion chamber is compared to its theoretically determined 
characteristics to demon~trate the usefulness of the 
equipment. An auto muftler, which is not amenable to 
theoretical analysis, is then analyzed experimentally 
over the frequency range of interest. The analysis is 
discussed and compared to the noise spectrum measured at 
the end of the tailpipe for the same type of muffler 
mounted on an automobile. Certain errors which are inher-
ent in the experimental equipment or procedure are pointed 
out and their e:ffect on the data is estimated whenever 
possible. Recommendations :for the improv~ment of the 





Sound is the sensation created in the human ear by 
a pressure wave in a transmitting medium such as air. 
Noise is defined as unwanted sound. In some c~ses noi3e 
is not only undesired ~nd distracting but also dangerous 
to exposed personnel. The science of Psyco-Acoustics 
t:t·ea.ts the relationship between man and noise and attempts 
to define the limits of noise intensity which permit men 
to live comfortably and work creatively. The art and 
science of Acoustics attempts to impose these limits of 
noise intensity on all processes which exceed the limits. 
The two gener~l methods of noise abatement involve 
either the reflection of noise away from the receiver 
before it impinges on the receiver or the dissipation of· 
. 
a fraction of the noise intensity before the noine reaches 
the receiver location. A combination of these methods is 
usually necessary to obtain effective sound attenuation. 
The general preble~ in acoustiqs is three-dimensional 
and normally has complex excitation. This type of problem 
is beyond a theoretic"'l (exact) solution by preseot me.t hods. 
The individual problems of the description of toundaries, 
evaluation of constants (by present methods) and the effect 
of sound fields teyond the boundaries. combine to make 
solution by approximate means a problem of consider~ble 
difficulty. A ~ore fundamental problem, and one wtth direct 
applications, is one concerning the attenuation of plane 
waves. Plane sound waves move only along a line in the 
direction or initial propasation from the sound.source. 
Also, according to elementary theory, the intensity of 
plQne waves re~ains un~irulnished at any and all locations 
away from the source. 
The assumption of plane waves provides a situation 
for which a theoretical solution may be reached and for 
which the experimental conditions are relatively easy to 
a.chieve. Also, the assumption of plane waves is not unnec-
essarily restrictive since there are many instances of plane 
wave propagation available in everyday life. The transport 
of fluids nearly ali·rays involves the slmultaneous trans-
portation of sound energy. Further, the transport may 
occur in a clcsed system such as in a refrigeration line 
or in an open system such as in an a..utorrobile engine. 
In the first inut~nce, the sound may reach the receiver 
as a result of hardware (shell, tubes, etc.) vibrations 
which are due to pressure perturbations of the refrigerant. 
In the se~ond case, the receiver hears the sound directly 
from the open system as it is broadcast into the medium 
(air). In either instance the preferable method of noise 
reduction would be the elimination or reduction of the 
pressure oscillation in the offending medium by means of 
acoustic filters.or mufflers. 
2 
The need for "small ,,-r.- muffler 3 is as great :?,s the 
number of different types of power producing devices and 
systems available. That adequate muffling cf noise bas 
not t~ken place is demonstrated by individual experiences 
and further evidence is given by a review of the current 
litera t•..1re. Lack of concern for the problem on the part 
of the public~ coupled with the lack of adequate equipment 
until recent ye..,rs (1940's), is probably greatly respon-
sible for the present lack of a general method for the 
design of ef':fective acoustic filters. In gener~l, refer-
** ences in acoustics [1, 2, 1~ give the criteri~ for the 
3 
evaluation of filters but fail to elucidate the problem. 
I'artieular Investigators [rr, 9] describe methoda and 
apparatus for the measurement of attenuation characteristics 
of existing ~ufflers. 
It is thB purpose of this report to discuss the design, 
construction and use of a facility for the plane wave 
analysis of sound attenuation devices. rt is felt that the 
application of this facility in two experimental ~reas 
could lea.d to an acceptable design method for small :filter. 
These areas of investigation are: 
* 
1) The analysis of elements bnsic to the design of 
complex mufflers and a study of their inter-
The term. "small" refers to the physical dimensions of 
a muffler relative to the wavelength of the highest 
frequency of interest as will be later stipul~ted. 
** Numbers in brackets r.efer to the references at the 
end of ~his paper. 
action, and 
2) The analysis of the effects or minor violntions 
of the assulliptions of plane wave theory • 
. ~ comprehensive knowled.ge of these areas would allow 
the selection of the "optimum" combination of elements to 
fit a given attenuation curve over a given frequency 
spectrum. 
The attainment of that level of knowledge Will require 




The plane wave assumption o~ this investigation implies 
·the use of an acoustical wave guide, in this case a cir-
cular tube. It is well known that the use o~ a tube causes 
losses which are not present in a free field. These 
losses are due to the presence or 1) a visc~us boundgry 
layer and 2) a thermal boundary layer at the tube wall. 
The e~fects of the combined boundary l~yers are the atten-
uation of the sound pressure o~ a waye propagating through 
* the tube and a decrease in the propagation velocity. The 
attenuation bas been shown to be exponential in nature and 
of the rorm, 
-OtX 
I = I 0 e , where 
I 0 = Sound Pressure at x = o 
I Sound Pressure at any x 
e Base of Natural Logarithms 
~=Attenuation Constant 
The theoretical value of the attenuation constant was first 
shown by Helmholtz and Kirchofr [5] to be 
* 
0( = ' rUJLu + w( Y-1) Lv] z c,r L: '"vheYe I 
c = Propagation Velocity or Sound 
r Tube Hadius 
_ Frequency o~ Sound Signal - ~ rad./sec. 
One· source [8] indicates tha.t "the attenuation and change 
o~ velocity are quite appreciable~ even in tubes of a few 
centimeters (and up) in di3meter". 
o::: ratio of the specific heats: C /C 
I P ~ 
Lu= [2 .t{/~ Vt. 
L"= ~k/pCp Uj Y.a where , 
/..( kinematic viscosity 
k thermal conductivity 
p mass density 
c = 
.p specific heat at constant 
Cv= specific heat at const·ant 
pressure 
volume 
A great deal of work has been done in the area of tube 
attenuation. and it is generally found that the above 
formula predicts values which are low by eight [8] to 
fifteen [3] percent. 
The velocity of sound in a tube of radius r is,. [8], 
v' = v [! -(L /2 r) (Frr)'12] 
where. 
V = propagation velocity in a free field, 
F ::: frequency, cps, 
L [~j12 + ( (f-1) [K /?J] ~ 
and 
K = thermal diffusivity 
Experimental verification of this formulation in the 
frequency range of 400 to 1+, 000 cps is given by Scott [2~ • 
Kuffler Evaluation Criteria 
Criteria used for the evaluation of mufflers are 
6 
discussed in the literature, and apparently many schemes 
have been proposed foL' the purpose. A standard is not yet 
available. Eeranek (2] presents three criteria which are 
important in practicai applications; these are 1) inser-
tion loss, 2) transmission loss, and 3) noise reduction. 
Insertion loss (IL) is defined as the difference of the 
sound intensity at a given location before .and after the 
insertion of a muffler. The transmission loss {TL) is 
defined as the ratio of the transmitted wave me.gnltude to 
• 
the inciderit wave magnitude at the muffler inlet. Noise 
reduction (NH.) is the difference in the sound pressure 
levels between the muffler inlet and outlet. 
The assumption inherent in the insertion loss is that 
the attenuation of the sound is totally due to the inser-
tion of a muffler in the line. This i~ not true unless 
the sound source impedance* is infinite meaning that waves 
7 
reflected from the inserted muffler do not change the source 
output. In general however, the source impedance will 
be finite. 
The transmission loss is presented as being the ~ost 
nearly accurate method for analysis. This is so since 
the nature of the waves is investigated with no alter-
ation of the apparatus between-measurements. However, the 
* See the Glossary, Appendix I. 
method suffers since there are no direct means for separat-
ing the incident wave from the reflected wave which is 
always present. Noise reduction, being the simple differ-
ence of the sound pressures, neglects the fact that stand-
ing waves occur according to the conditions at the input 
and the output. Changing the external conditions without 
8 
changing the muffler may chane;e the noise·reduct.ion. There-
fore, the value of this method in analytical work is dubious. 
Acoustic Impedan~ 
The notion of impedance ~as been mentioned and under-
standing its meaning is basic in an analytical investiga-
tion. Impedance is the complex ratio of the sound pressure 
to the volume velocity at a given point. This defini-
tion is important but not conducive to physical under-
standing, and reference to an electrl~al analogy [1] is 
hcJ_pful. In this analogy, the sound pressure is likened 
to voltage while the volume velocity (particle velocity 
times area) is analogous to electrical current (or flow 
due to the voltage or pressure). The familar theory of 
A-C electricity applies then to analysis of acoustic filters •. 
Terms are defined so that acoustical mass, resistance and 
compliance* can be calculated for a lumped parameter analysis 
* These terms are analogous to electrical inductance, 
resistance and capacitance, respectively. 
9 
of a given filter. The formulae are not important to this 
investisa.t1on. However, these quantities are used to define 
acouGtical resistance, impedance, phase relat.ionsh1ps and 
power dissipation (analogous to the electrical terms) which 
are discussed in this report. 
Measurement of Acoustic Impedance 
A great deal of effort has b~en directed toward the 
measurement of tbe acoustical impedance of all types of 
n:aterials. The :first experimental investigation \'las per-
formed in 1913 by H. o. Taylor [29] in which a square (9 em. 
on a side) tube of 115 em. length was used. A source of 
sound was mounted in one end of the tube with a sample of 
absorbing material closing the other end. Measurements 
of standing wave maximum and minimum sound pressures were 
used to yield the coefficient of absorption of the material. 
Absorption l"'at,her than impedance was the calculated quantity. 
Stewart ~·Q devised a method for measuring the 
impedance of an element directly. The element to be 
tested was used as a branch from the main tube which was 
connected to a source of sound. The sound transmitted 
past the branch was compared to a standard. Pressure 
and length measurements were taken with the element connect-
ed and then disconnected from the main tube. This provided 
enough information to calculate the real and 1ffiaginary 
comp~nente of the impedance. Progressive waves were 
insured by using "tufts of hair felt" in the tube. 
Wente and Bedell [3~ discuss modifications of the 
method devised by Taylor and develop formulae to calculate 
reflections and impedance instead of' absorption. The 
methods discussed are: 
1) Pressure measured at two points in the tube; 
10 
2) Constant length tube, absolute pressure measured 
at several points along tube; 
• 3) Variable length tube, pressure measured at 
source. This method was used and data were 
presented. 
The authors state that inaccurate length measurements will 
cause phase errors. 
A method f'or determining the impedance of an orifice 
is presented by Sivian [?5]. The apparatus appears to 
be· a type of Helmholtz Resonator. Equations for the cal-
culation of impedance using the ratio of' pressures at the 
orifice to that in the closed volume behind the orifice 
are given. However, no formal derivation of the equations 
is given. 
An impedance bridge was devised and tested by Robinson 
[2~ • A differential microphone was used to ascertain 
,.,hen the impedances .of the "known" and unknown termina-
tions were· equal. Apparent errors in the analysis of reson-
ators were finally attributed to inability to correctly 
determine the orifice conductivity. Good agreement between 
experiment and the theory was achieved for the value of 
impedance of a tube and piston arrangement. 
A compact device_ used by Hall ~~ consisted or a 
11 
270° i 1 c rcu ar groove of rectangular cross-section machined 
in a flat plate. The groove was covered by a second, 
rotating plate in which a microphone was mounted. The 
groove was terminated in a sound source at one end and a 
sample of the material to be tested at the other end. 
'rhe groove dimensions of 2.81 c·m2 area and 2l~ inches length 
allow a frequency range of 270 to 6,000 cps. 
Hall shows that the value of the minimum (but not 
maximum) pressures is dependent on the location with respect 
to the termination, because of tube attenuation. He also 
indicates that a microphone of finite size measures a lower 
pressure than the actual value, but no error occurs if 
pressure ratios are utilized. 
Sabine (?~ alerted the reader to constructional 
and procedural hints which had not previously been pub-






Rapid measurements to eliminate drift errors 
which can be appreciable; 
Microphone placement; 
Limits on tube sizes;· 
Measurements of "sharp" minimum pressures; 
Necessity of filtering electronic signals to 
eliminate harmonics. 
An experimental method and data were presented. 
Beranek [3] revie'ued previous lmpedL-tnce measurement 
methods, points out their weaknesses and proposes an 
improved system. This system utilized a tube with a 
sound source and a test element on oposite ends. In this 
case the element was movable (1.e. a variable length 
tube) and sound pressures developed at the source were 
recorded. An effective method of achieving high source 
impedance was used. Experimental results compared favor-
ably with the theory and previously unavailable data was 
recorded. 
Scott (?4] cla.i ms to have improved on Beranek's 
apparatus in the areas or simplicity and accuracy. He 
lists six specifications for precision measurements. 
The most important of these requires the measurement of 
pressure locations to the nearest 0.1 mm (at 5,000 cps). 
Scott notes that attenuation caused the shifting of 
nodal points particularly at low frequencies in small 
tubes. A variation of tube attenuation with hmn:tdity was 
noted. 
Berend:t and Schmidt [4] discuss their design of a 
portable impedance tube which has a useable frequency 
range of 4oo to goo.cps. Very_accurate measurements are 
claimed due to the use of a precision leadscrew mounting 
of a movable microphone. The device is described as a 
practical research tool. 
12 
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Hartig and Swanson [1 2] describe their experimental 
investigation ccncerning the excitation and prop~gation 
of the higher mode pressure perturbations in an impedance, 
or st~ndlng wave, tube. 7hey establish good agreement 
with the theory concerning natural frequencies and discuss 
the problems of exciting the individual higher modes~ 
·rhe results su~umerized above concern the development 
and eve,l 1.1.:1. tion of a bas 1 c :tmpedance, or standing wave, 
t'..J.be ·.·:t<:.c:h has act11ally not changed a great deal since 
its C':>ilC(;;pt,lon. It is important because it establishes 
relationships between attenuation, reflection and absorp-
tion af sound energy. If a f'u.rther variable, that of flow 
t~rough an acoustic filter, is added to the above, then the 
possibility of transmitted energy must also be considered. 
In the first case energy considerations dictate that 
1 = Er + E8 , whereas the aecond case dictates 1 = Er +Ea +Et 
nor~alized reflected energy 
Ea norxalized absorbed energy 
E~ normalized transmitted energy 
Trans~ission of acoustic energy is, in fact, a very 
important characteristic of through-flow filters. Its 
nJf!<"">-:C'lJrc;rcent is tbe :::11bject of the next section. 
.Acoustic Filter 
In 1 922, Ste-.....-art [27] gave a theoret leal analysis of 
. 14 
acoustic filters in which he wrote tte impedanue relation-
ships for several in-line filters. He then introduced 
the ideas of acoustic mass and capacitance as elements 
from which complex impedances might be formed. His lumped 
parameter approximations are used to predict the limiting 
frequency for transmission for several filters in series. 
In devising a workable experimental setup, Stewart 
discusses the problecs of physically combining the elements 
in series and parallel combinations. Physical limitations 
eliminate all but three possible filter arrangements, and 
these are investigated with the idea of finding the best 
agreement between theory and practice. 
Stewart was amazed at the high attenuation of just 
a few elements and interpreted this to be a result of 
sound interference instead of dissipation. He found 
agreement between experiment and ttLeory to be "fairly 
satisfactory for it is possible to construct filters that 
meet specifications." 
/\.. theoretical investigation o£ plane discontinuities 
was undertaken by Miles 0.~ in 1944. In his paper, Miles 
discussed the general conditions for the propagation of 
sound through a tube having a concentric discontinuity. 
He derived the expression for the pressure distribution 
in the vicinity of the discontinuity and applied the result 
to find expressions for the reflected and transmitted 
pressures for the case of the plane waves. He also 
15 
indicated the lnablli ty of an "over-all c 0·8ffie lent 11 to 
describe the physical situation when hi3her modes are 
propagated. No experimental investigation was undertaken. 
A report by Davis and others [7] shows the comparisons 
obtained in exper·irnental and theoretical investigations 
of a number of muffler configurations. Included were 
expanaiou chambers, resonators and combinations of the 
two. Plane wave analysis was used for cowparison of data. 
Curv•::s showlng very good agreement for various sizes of 
expansion chambers are presented. Large deviations from 
the theoretical curves are evident at frequencies corres-
ponding to the propagation of higher modes. The method 
of measurement employed was an impedunce (standing wave) 
tube with a sliding microphone station. Transmission 
measurement8 ware taken directly. Due to the method of 
measurement, it was necessary to apply correction factors 
to the calculated results. The calculation of correction 
factors is discussed. 
Gatley [9] reviews significant events in the evolu-
tion of impedance measurements and acoustic filter analysis 
and notes the need for a basic design method for small 
mufflers. A design procedure utilizing basic ~lements 
(contractions, expansions, bends, resonators, etc.) to 
build-up a combined muffler is proposed. 
The combined muffler characteristics are derived 
from the known characteristics of the individual elements. 
This is done in an orderly procedure in which the last 
element (n) in tte muffler is combined with the (n-1 )th 
element, taking into account the wave nature of sound. 
The procedure is carried on until all elements have been 
included. This "sequential solution" of' pairs of elements 
is relatively straightf'orward and usable in the realm of' 
the assumptions listed. 
An experimental apparatus is selected from three 
designed and developed by the au~hor. An analysis of plane 
discontinuities is presented. Experimental measurements 
and calculations from a "sequential solution" of a parti-
cular expansion chamber (designated as calculated data) 
are compared with the theory. 
Comparison of the data at high frequencies shows some 
dev~ation. The calculated data are influenced by the 
interaction of higher modes which is not included in 
the theoretical results. 
The experimentally determin~d values are definitely 
affected by the presence of higher modes at the discontin-
uity as will be later verified. The repeatability of the 
data attests to the accuracy of the method. 
The review of the literature brought out the many 
various methods of impedance measurement and a certain 
amount of inf'orrnation on construction and measurement 
1 6 
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techniques. The appar·e.tus of' Davis and Gatley have much 
merit but can benefit from improvements to reduce the 
admitted tedium of making measurements. Further, the 
work has begun but 1 t lt3 far from finished since a great 
deal of analysis on filter elements and their interaction 
will be required before one is able to accurately predict 
the charactel'istlcs of a glven filter combination. 
III 
THEORY 
The ~'lave Equation 
18 
The derivation of the acoustic wave equation is given 
in any elementary text dealing with the subject. Judicious 
combination of the equation of motion, the continuity equa-
tion and the gas law will yield the general equation, 
where, 
c2. 
p sound pressure; 
c - the propagation velocity; 
t :: time; 
x, y, z = cartesian coordinates. 
( 1) 
~ number of assumptions enter into the derivation or the 
above equation all of which must be considered in an 
experimental investigation. 
Since this investigation ~eals with plane wave pro-
pagation there is no y and z dependance and (1) becomes, 
)z;P I J~ 
j tz. - c"~-rJxz (2) 
The approximations which are made in arriving at this 
result are: 
1) the density of the medium is essentially constant; 
2) the fluid is ideal, i.e., no viscosity; 
3) adiabatic expansion and compression of the medium; 
4) 3-ssumption of' pla.ne waves only. 
The assumption of constant density limits the in-
tensity of sound pressures for which the wave equation 
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is valid. The allowable variation of magnitude is depend-
ent upon the equilibrium pressure of the system. For 
a.!'jbirmt atmospheric pressure Beranek [iJ suggests a limit 
of 110 d~ or about 0.06 percent of the equilibrium pressure. 
This would appear to be a conservative limit. 
The assuillption of an ideal fluid eliminates the possi-
bility of shear forces on the fac~s of an elemental bube 
of the transmitting medium. Although this assumption is 
inst.r·umental in arriving at the wave equation, it ignores 
forces which actually exist. However, the viscosity of 
air is small so that the viscous forces are normally small 
in comparison to pressure variations. If the force of 
viscous drag ls important, it may be· accounted f'or by the 
addition of' an attenuation factor. This is discussed later. 
From thermodynamics it is well known that expansion 
and compression of a fluid are accompanied by temperature 
variations. The temperature variation is cyclic and con-
stitutes a thermal wave of' the same frequency .as the sound 
"irave. The eomparati ve ease of propagation is a measure 
of the type of process involved. Experimental measurements 
show that the sound wave travels much faster than the 
the.rmal wave and that there is little time -ror transfer o-r 
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heat. The propagation of' sound energy :ts then shown to 
be an adiabatic process. The adiabatic assumption is thus 
verified. 
The academic treatment of' the one-dimensional prob-
lem assumes the use of a tube or waveguide which prevents 
spreading (and therefore diminution) of' the sound produced 
by a plane source. However, the assumption of' plane waves 
is not f'ul:filled simply by containing the sound ener·gy ·.vith-
in certain boundaries. This i6 so because the vibration-
al mode of the waves is dependent on the size of the enclosure 
relative to the wavelength. This is easily shown by consid-
ering the three-dimensional wave equation in cylindrical 
coordinates. The equation is 
(3) 
Transverse (also called hisher or three-dimensional) modes 
are defined as those which are independent of the z or 
axial direction. The solution of (3), considering only the 
tranaverse dimensions, is given by Hartig and Swanson [).2]. 
It is the sum of terms of the type, 
.Jn(Kr) [A cos nB+ B stn n~ smKct (4) 
vJhere, 
Bessel's functions of the first kind; 
k ~/c; 
A and B = arbitrary constants. 
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At the tube wall (r = R) the boundary condition is the 
vanishing of transverse velocity. This implies 
J___el -d_cj - 0 (5) 
r=R 
which indicates that 
Jn1(K~ = Q 
r -=R 
(6) 
Equation (6) ·gives the condition for the existence of the 
higher modes, the point at which plane wave theory ceases 
to describe the physical situation. This relation also 
defines the frequencies (FeRn:) at which the higher m·odes 
exist. The z term of the solution to equation (3) is 
vJhere, 
-f(cJJ t ± Klf'z) 
e 
If .F is less than ~RIT., the exponential term is real and 
the sound pressure magnitude changes with z. Selection 
of the proper sign of the power insures that the magnitude 
of the pressur·e is attenuated for large z. For these 
frequencies, the attenuation is rapid and higher modes are 
not propagated. For values of F greater than F the CRIT. 
exponential term is imaginary, meaning that the higher 
modes will propagate undiminished fbr all z. 
The first root of (6) is 3.832 indicating that the 
first higher mode will propagate when the wavelength of 
sound is equal (approximately) to 0.8 times the diameter 
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of the tube. The frequency corresponding to this wave-
length is the upper limit for plane waves. 
The Solution .2...:£. the Vlav~ ~guatio.!!, 
Returning to the one dimensional wave equation, it 
can be shown by direct substitution that 
;0 (X) t) = (A e-t':!X + Be -1-·~Lx) C rw-t 
or 
is a solution. Here (See 1'i.g. 1) 




at location X for any time t. 
The complex value of the sound pressure 
of a wave traveling in the negative 
x direction having magnitude fAJ = A0 





FIG. l. Ri!.:LATIONSHIP OF THE T~~AVELING WAVES 
B The complex value of the sound pressure 
of a wave traveling in the positive 
x direction. having magnitude lal = B0 
and angl.e e= e-~"e a.t the .filter. 
X = The location measured from the filter 
entrance. 
An inspection of equation (7) shows that at any 
given x location the maximum value of the sound pressure 
• 
is .fixed and that the instantaneous value varies sinus-
oidally with time. The only variation of this from one 
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location to another is the chanse in t.he max.lmum amplitude 
o.f the sound pressure. The result of the addition of the 
two waves "traveling" in opposite directions is a astanding 
wave". The standing wave has nn envelope ~'1g. 2] de-
f~ning the.maxirnum pressure value at a.ny x location. 
Obviously maxima and minima of preosure occur -v;ithin the 
tube. 
~(X) 
FIG •. 2. E)IVELOPE OF THE STANDING \"lAVE 
Dej:ermination of' !.~~flection Characteristics 
This solution (7) is directly applicable to the 
situation [Fig. ~ of a t·uce having a source of sound 
at one end and an acoustic filter at the other end. 
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;o(x,t) is the sound pressure at any location x measured 
from the termination. A 0 is the amplitude of a wave which 
is incident on the filter while B0 is the amplitude of a 
wave which is ref'lected from the filter. We may thus 
define a reflection factor R such that 
R 
when the termination for the filter is anechoic, which 
means that there is no reflected wave, B1 = 0. 
- I I . ' 






SOURCE ~ Bo -i ,-4 
TERIYll NAT ION 
FIG. 3. WAVE rtELATIONSHIP FOR AN ARTITRAdY FILTER 
The angle $ is th~ phase ang~e associated with R. 
A transmission factor (T) is defined as before to be, 
T (9) 
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for an anechoic termination where T and A, are complex 
values. As shown in Figure 3, the filter is terminated 
anechoically. This slr.apllfication meC~.ns that only the free 
progressive wave A 1 ~xists behind the filter. Since A and 
A1 must be separated for the calculation of the transmission 
factor, this is a considerable simplification over the 
case Bf:O. 
A necessary modification to (7) is a term to account 
for the previously mentioned t~be attenuation.· The effect 
of this factor is an exponential change in the magnitudes 
of A and B. As a result of this correction the sound 
pressure is 
-KJ(.X t) --(A tXX tf~X+ B -oe.x ;~Ce-~x-)) --,u.Jt / _, -- oe e o e e / e 
rffx 
.ctemoving e from the parentheses, 
-c:?(X t)- (A <=><X+ o. --0<.X -.f(o-2~-X)) ~f¥x. tlwt / _. - v a e t--'o e e ;e c 
Since P(~J~is a co~plex quantity, the magnitude is given 
by the square root of the sum of the squares of its com-
ponents. Therefore w 2 
l?(x,t)l2= I (Ao e.xx+ Boe-o<X J{e-2c-x~ J 
Reducing this to a scalar, squared quantity, 
t,vhere 
P(x) = sound pressure magnitude at location X 
The time variation of the sound pressure has been discarded 
from the above and following equations with the reminder 
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that these equations represent maximum values of a quantity 
that var·ies sinusoidally with time. 
Tho location of the maximum and m~nirnurn values of 
P(x) are found by setting 







Assuming that the value of tube a·ttenuatlon ( 0<'·) is 
small, the second term is large compared to the first, and 
0 (13) 
'rhi s implies 
8- 2 =±nTT > n= 1.2. 3 ... 
or 
{14) 
Also, {13) implies that 
cgs ( e- 2 c:; xN1AX ) = + 1 
I'"' IN 
( 15) 
These values can be substituted into (10) to derive 
2. - A 2. 2. o< X JV1 .u, + B 2 - z. lX X,..... 4 X + // A B Pcx~Ax,) - 0 e MIN 0 e MIN - L 0 0 
Or MIN 
and 
R ) 0 A o<XJYIIN (XM,rv = 1 tv11N - 0 e D -cXX(YitN J._.,Joe (n odd} 
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(17) 
o<XMIN ( ) at. ;<.MA;x. Multiplyin3 (16) by e and 17 by e and subtract-
ing the resulting equations, the reflected wave is given by 
F::> + o<..X,...,,., 
MltX e -
D o<.XMA.X. 
rN'l•Ne . (18) 
e.:x.)(tvl,~i)( eotX,,,'I/N + e-o<.XIV\11\1 e o<.XM11X 
A3aln, multiplying (16) by e-otKMtAiand (17). by e-o<-XI"'!Ax. a.nd 
by adding the two, the incident wave is 
pfV'IA)l e-o<..x,,N + Prvr fN e-0( XMAX 
Ao = x x e ex. IYlA)C e-v< IYIIN+ eo<...XMIN e-O'I.X,.,.~}f. 
The absolute value of the reflection factor R can 
now be calculated. 
O(.X,vt!N Q o<: )(JVIA)( Rl - Bo - PJV1AX e lN'\lN e 
- A - A e-O(J(M/V I_ D e-o( x,.,.,.,..)( 
o rvl/1 X · --, I MIN 
Also the reflection angle,9, is give11; by (14). 
( 19) 
An alternate method for determining the reflection 
factor magnitude involves the location and measurement of 
one pressure maximum or minimum and one other pressure •. 
rtecall equations (10) and (15), 
2. 2 e.o<. )( (32. -2.o<X 2 A B v ) Pcx) = Ao e + o e + o o cos(e -2lc X (10) 
co s c e - 2 ~ x w\ A )(, ) = + J (15) 
fVI/N 
Location X may be expressed as a relative quantity such 
as 
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X XMIN + X RE _ x r-AtN where, 
X - pressure location relative to the ter•minatlon; 
X MIN = location of PM•N relative to termination; 
X = pressure location relative to location 
RE'- XIV'! IN 
of the mini~um pressure. 
Then the last term of (10) is 
2 A B ( C't 2!!:!- X --2 w X ) < 20 > o o C..OS v- C t.Atl'/ C- RE-Xtv~tiV 
Bv eq11a.tion (1';) cos (,....., 2y.;)( ) 1 at a pressure ~ - J =- G Ml~ =- . 
minimum, or 
7T 
Then the term (20) becomes 
2AoBo COS (JT- 2 ~X RE -XMIN) 
Defining -?~X = r (10) reduces to 
L C R E ·-X""'' N · 
2. 2. z.~ X R 2 - Z.ot X 2 s r P(x.) = Ao e -t-1-/o e. + Ao o cos 
From equation (1'7) it is seen that 
Zc<.XMtN O o<.X,..,/liN Bo = Ao e - r·rv1JN e 
Substituting 
P ?... (X) :: 
This equation 
(22) into (21) the relation for P(x) is 
Z. f 2o<X ;z.oc..(2..XMt11.1-X) ? .z.o<XMII'<I J Ao Le -e -c._ e· cos J 
A f,? D l [ o<X,_.,N f- cx(3Xrvt1N -·2X>l 
o 1!- rJV1'tj e cos e J 
D 2.. Zc<. (X JV"IN -X) 
IJV11N e 









2 2.. o<. Xtvtl N. JJ 
e cos J 
r2 D l [ 2XJV1tN r o<..(3Xtv\tN-Z.XJl G: /IVI'":'J e cos - e J 




Since A0 is a sound pressure magnitude, it cannot be negative 
and only the positive root of (24) applies. If the value of 
the attenuation constant is zero, (24) is greatly simplified 
to 
J (25) 
After substituting equation (22) for B0 into IRI = ~/A0 , 
the result is 
R\ = D o<Xrv•tN } MIN e (26) 
The phase angle associated 'vith R is ~gain given by equa-
tlon (14). The quantities to be measured are the location 
and magnitude of a pressure minimum and of any other pressure. 
A great deal more work is required to solve (26) than (19). 
However, both equations have their area of application when 
measurement requirements are examined in light of frequency 
limits. 
Equations (14), (19) and (26) express the reflection 
characteristics of an arbitrary termination in terms of 
measurable quantities. These quantities are the values of 
• a pressure maximum and a pressure minimum and the lattera 
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location with respect to the filter. 
The quantity generally used for filter evaluation 
is t,he tranErr.lsslon factor rather than th~ !'efleGtion factor. 
The information accumulated thus far plus the values of and 
relative pb.ase angJ.e bE:tw.aen the ;3ou:nd pressures p 1 and p2. 
~t locations on either side of ~~a filter will allow the 
calculation of the transiDission factor. [see also Ref. 9 
by Gatley J 
If the cornplex quantities are regarded as phr.scrs, 
t.he calcu . .lat.ion of the transmission f.:J .. ctor can be ~raph-
ically represented, as in Fig. 4. The value of A is assumed 
to be one at angle zero dee;rce s. Then 8 1 s gl V<)n by the 
complex product of A a.:1d R. A and B represent~ tb.l~ incident 
and reflected waves at the muffler inlet. At any x 1 ahead 




.... ,;J.so, due to bounda.ry layer attenuation, the incident 
(27) 
SO"Lnd '\\'2..Ve, 1\ 1 has <!&. f3:!.ie;htly larger wasnitude at positive 
x locations. As discussed previouRly the magnitude is 
SLnilarly, the rGflected wave, B, has a negative 
phnce angle of' the same zr.agnitude as that o:f A, and the 
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FIG. 4. GRAPHICAL DETERMINATION OF THE TtMNSMISSION 
FACTOR FOR AN ARBITRARY TERMINATION 
addition of A and B at location x 1 yields tho complex 
value of the total pressure, C. l-1easuring the outlet 
pressure and phase angle at Xt locates the position of the 
outlet pressure on the graph. The phase angle between p1 
and P2 is 
where 
f = the phase angle associated with the 
transmission factor T. 
(28) 
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Graphically t.he magnitude of the outlet sound pressure is 
.found by multiplying the pressure ratio (Pz./P1 ) times the 
magnitude of C. Since the filter is terminated anechoically, 
"I' this complex value repr~sents A1 at posi~ion x 2 • To find A1 
at the filter outlet this value is rotated graphically 
through a positive angle 
(w /c ) x 2. radians 
and increased in magnitude asiA! oe Xz e • 
Since A1 and A are now known, the complex value of the 
transmission factor is given by equation (9). 
The characteristics of an arbitrary termination 
are thus determined. That the method just derived 
(29) 
is practical, is shown in the equipment section of this 
report. 
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\•lith the knowledge that a practical method of measur-
ing filter characteristics has been developed, attention 
will be focused on the theoretical analysis of a simple 
acoustic filter. This analysis concerns an expansion chamber 
which is a combination of a simple expanding element, a 
simple contracting element and a connecting tube of cross 
sectional area s2 • The analysis is of value because (1) 
the expansion chamber is a.n important acoustical element 
and therefore is interesting in it_self, (2) the analy-sis 
indicate~ a method for general filter analysis, and (3) 
usable data may be derived which may be helpful in the 
evaluation of an experimental apparatus. 
The filter [fig. ~ is subJected to an acoustic wave 
of magnitude A0 • A portion of A is reflected at the first 
discontinuity and the rest is trans~itted. The transmitted 
wave suffers reflection and transmission at the second dis-
continuity. It is assumed that there is no attenuation 
or absorption in the expansion chamber, so that an infinite 
nqmber of reflections and transmissions occur. 
The values of several of the reflected arid trans-
mitted waves are given in Fig. 6 in terms of the character-
istics of the simple discontinuities. The total reflected 
wave and total transmitted wave are the sums o£ the 
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FIG. 6. I•lULTIPLE REFLECTIONS IN .AN EXl)ANSION CHANBE!-\ 
The total reflected wave is 
-J-Z'*L -;'I~L. _,r..'tL 
BT<.•T==- AR,+ATtR3 Tz e ·+AT;R5 f?z.R3 Tz_e +!1T;R3 RzR3 Rz..R3~e -t:- ••• 
All terms after the first have a common factor so that 
B.or = AR: +A R::. T;Tz. e1 tf£L 0 + R.t_R:5 e1 2.'ffL +Rz.z. R~ ei-'f~L + .. ] 
If R2.. rl 3 e-~2-'~Lis replaced by z 
w 
B-roT = A R. + A R3 T, ~ e--rZc:L [I+ Z + Zz. +Z3-~o z1-+-•• • ] 
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Now the series is seen to be a geometric series which 
converges to I~Z i:rlzl< 1. 
Recall that Rz. = R 3 
R. = R 
= (52./5, -1) 
(Sz../5, ..,.. I) 
(S2. -5)/Csz..+s,) 
(32) 
Obviously, for all s2 ) s 1 , the .values of Rz and H 3 are less 
than 1. Therefore,Z ( I , and 
(33) 
The reflection factor of the expansion chamber is R10T=: 
B-roT 
A Thus, 
RTOT R, + (34) 
_Also, the total transmitted wave, A1 , is expressed 
as the infinite sum of all its contributions. 
A.= A T, T 3 e-"'-*t+ AT. R 3 1=?z. T3 e-~.3~L + AT. R3 Rz R3 Rz T3 e"~" 5~~ ..• 
Separating the common factor, we get 
- -L YlL 0 + R R -~z ~L +-R z. R z. e-;f 'I~L + A. = AT, T3 e, c t 2. 3 ~ (I 2 .3 -
+ R 3 R 3 e-1- '=- '&- L __,_ J 2. .3 •.• 




T'be t.:t•e.nsmlssion :factor of the chamber is 
T -- A, (36) A 
Equ::-tt.:l.ons * (34) and (36) express the filter characteris-
tics for an expansion chamber. Inspection of these equa-
t.ionn lndicates that resonance, or maximum tra.nsm1ss1on, 
occurs 'Hhen 
2 ~ L =n TT n = z., 4~ 6 
slnce·R2 and R 3 have zero phase angles. Minimum trans-
mission occurs for 
2 ~L nrr ) 3 
(37) 
(38) 
The mugnl tudes of H and T recur for 2 ~ L > 2 .TT • 
'I'his is also true for the reflection angle but the value 
of the transmission angle does not rec.ur until 2 i_ L ) 41f. 
Of major importance is the expression of R and T 
for the expansion chamber in terms of R and T of the basic 
elements of the chamber. 
* These derivations of reflection and transmission char-





The standing wave method for filter evaluation pro-
vides a means for determining the reflection and trans-
mission characteristics for a given filter. All tests 
are conducted at a single frequency. The equipment used 
in this investigation is described and evaluated in this 
• 
section of the ~eport. Equations (14) and (19) are present-
ed here for convenience. 
R-1AX 
<XX WI IAI PIVII N o<.)(,.....,,l( R e - e ( 19) 
PMAX p f\/111\1 
-+-and e o<. x ""' w e_ o<.Xfv"AX 
e (14) 
\-I here 
P.......,..,x .I-'1aximum sound pressure 
pMIN == lwlinimum sound pressure 
XMAX = Location of pMA'lC 
xJVt,N = Location of Pzv'III\J 
The above definition of the variables occuring in 
equations (14) and .(19) serves as a list of the basic 
experimental measurements which must be made. In addi-
tion, _equation"(l4) is seen to contain the variable ratio 
UJ which is proportional to the inverse of the wavelength. 
c 
This substitution simplifies the experimental measurements 
to be made. The wavelength may be measured by finding the 
locations of adjacent pressure minima, the difference of 
which is one half o:f the wavelength. Sharp variation of 
pressure near a minimum makes accurate lQcation easier 
than for a maximum pressure (!ig. g). The wavelength com-
pletes the data necessary to calculate the reflection 
characteristics of an arbitrary _filter. 
·These measurements were carried out in the :frequency 
* range between 40 and 5,000 cycles per second. A large 
part of most noise spectra occurs below 5,000 cps. 
Tube sizes of one-hal:f inch diameter and two lnch 
** diaffieter were selected because of their applications 
in the :fields o:f refrigeration and automotive exhaust, 
respectively. 
The design, evaluation, and use of equipment are 
described in five sections. These.are 
------------
Below 200 cps it was possible only to approximate an 
anechoic termination. Reflections of known magnitude 
were present. However, it was difficult to estimate 
the phase relationship of the reflected component to 
the other existing components. The reflected wave 
may then, in the extreme cases, either add or subtract 
from the total pressure waves. For a particular case, 
the confidence limits for the calculated value of R 
may be established.· 
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** These are nominal outside diameters. The inside diameter 
of the smaller tube was 0.43 inch, and the inside diame-
ter or the larger tube was 1.87 inches. 
1) Standing "v/ave Tubes 
2) Transmission Tubes 
3) Anechoic Terminations 
4) The Measur6ment System 
5) Variable Length Expansion -Chamber 
It is noted here that much or the initial development 
o"f this equipment is due to W. S. Gatley [9] • 
Standing wave Tubes 
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The standing wave tube is used to measure the magni-
tude of one pressure maximum and one pressure minimum, 
and to measure the locations of adjacent pressure minima. 
A ceramic crystal dynamic microphone was used as a sound 
.pre~sure probe. Two methods of measuring the sound field 
are common. The first is the insertion of a probe tube 
o.r the microphone itself axially into the tube. This was 
impractical in this investigation due to the size of the 
smaller tubing used. Instead, a microphone probe was insert-
ed through the tube wall. This- was accomplished by slotting 
the tube [Fig. n over a twenty-four inch length. The 
slot was covered by a slidable, close-fitting tube [Fig. 8] 
through which the microphone probe was inserted. This 
arrangement allowed measurements to be made without uncover-
ing the slot. Measurements [9] of the efi .. ect of the slot 
on the sound field indicate negligible reflections if the 
slot width is small in comparison to tube diameter. This 
was also shown to be true for the insertion of a probe of 
·-·--------·-~--------------, 
Ot -oV c t 1/tG:." 
' 
:===--=, JD 
~ ~~- 2.4H ---------- '10 11 ----------
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FIG 7. DI:i-'lENSIONS OJ:o, SLOTTED 






SLOTTED STAINLESS STEEL TUBE 
FIG. 8. STANDING WAVE TUBE 
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small but finite area. 
The twenty-four inch slot in the tube insures the 
presence of two pressure minima for frequencies as low as 
li-50 cps. At lower frequencies it is necessary to "scale" 
the value of the wavelength. This may b~ accomplished by 
calGulating the product of the frequency and the experimen-
tal wavelength, which is constant. It is noted that, for 
scallng, the frequency should be known to within 1/3%. 
·At frequencies below 270 cps, a maximum and minimum 
pressure cannot al\'lays be found in the slot. In this in-
stance, equation (19) is no longer useful since the data 
necessary is not obtainable. If a pressure minimum is found 
to oceur within the slot, equations (24) and (26) are 
applicable. The data required in this analysis are the 
location and magnitude of one minimum_pressure and of any 
other pressure. Preferably, the second pressure should be 
measured at the maximum possible distance from th~ location 
of the minimum pressure. This is possible if the minimum 
pressure is located near the end or the slot. If such is 
not the case, the location of the pressure minimum can be 
moved to the end of the slot by inserting extension tubes 
between the standing wave tube and the filter. Since the 
pressure distribution does not change with respect to the 
filter, the standing wave will change position in the tube. 
The correct length for the extension tubes is determined by 
trial and error. 
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Either of' the two standing wave tubes may be mounted 
in the measuring cradle position [fig. i] with a minimum 
of effort. The sound source is mbunted solidly at the end 
of a six inch steel channel and is the basic positioning 
element for the tub9s. A washer positions the small stand-
ing wave tube one-quarter inch from the mouth of the sound 
source. An adaptor performs the same function for the la.rge 
st:3,nding l'lave tube,. The tube is then fixed in position by 
a setscrew at the source end and clamped by a bracket at 
the opposite end. The slidable tube is driven by a rnotoriz-
ed leadscrew. The connections between the tube and lead-
screw are slidable tubing segments as shown in Fig. 10. 
------------------------------------------------------------~ 
2" DIA. STANDING 
WAVJ:<: TUBE -----~ 
LEADSCREW~ 
FIG. 10. CONNECTOR TUBES 
The entire standing wave apparatus is shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 11. Evaluation of the standing wave tubes 
was accomplished by terminating the ~ubes with a rigid 
steel plug and measuring the reflection characteristics. 
The plug was located close to the end of the slot so that 
measurements were made close to the termination. Theoreti-















FIG. 11. SCHEY~TIC LAYOUT OF STANDING 
\'fAVE APPAttATUS 
TABLE I 
Evaluation of Standing Wave Tubes 
(Rigid Termination) 
--
Frequency .l~ 3" Tube 1.87" Tube 
CPS R a R .a 
40 
- -
.965* 3.6 * 
100 
- -
.981* ~;. 6 * 
140. 
- -
.984* 16.2 * 
200 
- -
.999* 2.0 * 
250 
- -
.987* 14 .J~ * 300 0.996 0 .992 o.o 
375 - - 1.009* 8.1 * 500 0.998 -0.22 1.0 -1.76 
1000 0.985 -0.28 .993 -4.06 
2000 0.983 -1.16 .997 -7.75 





4000 0.965 -4.99 .968 +14.07** 
* Data not repeated. 
average. 
Unstarred data indicates tJhree run 
** Eratic results. Z..~axlmum error listed. 
transmission or absorption) and the nngle should be zero 
since the incident and reflected waves will be in phase. 
The results of the evaluation are listed in Table 1. 
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The data for the small standing wave tube indicate 
that the tube performed satisfactorily except possibly at 
/the 4,000 cycle :frequency. This·is noted because in actual 
use the termination must be located at least thirty-three 
inches from the measurement location. This distance is 
approximately ten wavelengths dnd the nominal error made 
in measurlng one wavelength is multiplied tenfold. Wave-
length measurements must ~ee Appendix Q] be held to about 
1/3% of the wavelength to maintain acceptable error limits 
on the calculated angles. 
The data for the 1.870 inch diameter standing wave 
tube show large errors in phase angle at f'requencles above 
2,000 cps. Although the tube was not used for filter eval-
uations at high frequencies, this is cause :for some concern. 
By noting that the angles listed correspond to a fairly 
constant magnitude error in measuring of a wavelength, the 
possibility of a constant measurement error is suggested. 
A second possibility is an uneven fit between the tubes 
causing reflections of unknown magnitude and phase. This 
is possible since the tubes u~ed were as much as 0.010 
inch out-6f-round. The large error~ in angle at 140, 250 
and 375 cps appear serious. Note that the additive nature 
of high frequency erro.r does not occur here. In fact, 
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the wavele11gth being on the order of the ~easured distance 
• 
for these frequencies, these results may establish the upper 
limits of er~or while the average results might be expected 
to have less error. Figure 9 pictures the 0.43 inch stand-
ing wave tube in measurement position with the expansion 
chs.ruber a.t!-,ached. Tube guides (seen on either side of the 
microphone adaptor) were necess~ry to stabilize the small 
tube. 
The 1.87 inch diameter standing wave tube (foreground) 
was used to analyze an auto muffler. Also shown here ls 
the power-driven mea~urement system which is discussed 
later. 
Transmission Tubes 
Use of the reflection characteristics measured with 
the standing wave apparatus, along with the graphical method 
presented in section III, allows the calculation of the 
transmission characteristics of a filter. The additional 
experimental information required is the location and 
magnitude of the pressure on each side of the filter, 
and the phase relat,ionship between the t\'IO pressures. 
The experimental apparatus used is shown scheL'latically 
ill Figure 12. The microphone locations are fixed at nine 
inches from the acoustic filter (muffler) for the 0.43 inch 
apparatus and eighteen inches for the 1.87 inch apparatus. 
The locatlon is arbi~rary except that the microphone should 
be located more than three tube diameters from the sourc~ 
to avoid "near-field" distortion. The microphone locations 
are the same distance in front of and behind the filter to 
simplify th~ calculations. 
As shown in Figure 4, the known values of the incident 
and reflected waves are rotated through ·the phase angle 
associated with.distance x, and added vectorially to 
represent the total pressure p1 •. _ Then the actual pressure 
ratio measured, ~ /~ , is multiplied by the graphical 
value of p1 giving a graphical value of Pz. Since the inci-
dent wave, A, is assumed to have a magnitude of 1.0, the 
ratio of (p2 /A 0 ) gives the ma5t1itude of the transmission 
factor. 
40 \vATT BEAT Y3,V,oocTAVE OSCILLOSCOPE 
AMPLIFIER FREQUENCY SOUND lrv I GENERATOR ANALYZER 
I I I I I I 
I '11 






40 WATT 1 6 2 '6 3 4 5 ACOUSTIC 
DRIVER 1. Plugged Microphone Adaptor 
2. Acoustic Filter 
3. Microphone 
4. Tube Connector 
5. Anechoic Termination 
6. Transmission Tubes 
FIG. 12. TRANSMISSION TUBE APP&~ATUS 
The angle between locations 1 and .2 is found by 
* tracing the sound waves on a storage oscilloscope. The 
sound wave at the forward measuring station is recorded with 
the second station plugged. Then the procedure is reversed 
using the same microphone. The resulting oscilloscope 
picture is represented as Figure 13. 
SOUND 
PRESSURE 
PHASE ANGLE = ~ 2 rr radians 
Lw 
FIG. 13. PH~SE RELATION OF SOUND 
~'lAVES AT LOCATIONS lAND 2 · 
The phase angle between the measured pressures ~ and Pz 
is equal to 
y_ L"3 ?Tf 
U- Lw L radians 
Since the pressures are measured at locations x 1 and xz, 
instead of at the f~lter entrance and exit, a portion of 
* 
The oscilloscope is triggered by a positive voltage 
excursion of the frequency generator. 
l may be a.ccounted .for by the angle, 
~(>c',.+X'z.} 
Than by equa·.tion {27) the transmission angle is 
f - tw zrr - ~(X,-t-X,e) 
The transmission characteristics are thus determined. 
Fig. 14 pictorially represents the apparatus in 
measurement position. 
Anechoic Terminations 
In the foregoing analysis it was assumed that none 
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o.f the sound energy transmitted by the fi.lter was reflect-
ed back to the :filter. Theoretically, this is equi.valent 
to terminating the filter with an·infinite tube of constant 
cross section. Practica.ll~. this is accomplished by t~r­
minating the filter with a leng~h o.f tubing which is packed 
with steel wool arid backed with a solid reflecting plug. 
Both dissipation and interference are important in reduc-
ing the magnitude o.f the reflected wave energy. Th1 s il3 
true since the s.ound energy suffers reflection, transmission 
and absorption on contact with the steel wool. Dissipation 
of the transmitted energy occurs in the boundary layer 
when.the air particles flow around the steel wool fibers 
and also because any motion of the fibers cause losses due 
to rubb1n~ f~~otlon. Upon contact with the solid mass behind 
t.:be st.eel woo~~ ~:t:tie tra,E.Unitted wave' is .refle.eted back 
thi-ough the s.teel wool .where additional dissipation occurs. 
FIG. 14 TRANSMISSION TUBES AND MEASUREMENT APPARATUS 
IJ1 
0 
Finally the waves w6ich are reflected from the steel wool 
and solid mass combine. If the position of the solid re-
flecting mass is adjustable, the reflected waves may be 
made t.o largely cancel each other. 
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This phenomen6n was utilized in constructing the 
0.43 inch anechoic termination [Fig. 1~. The termination 
was evaluated by studying the standing wave pattern produc-
ed by connecting the termination to the standing wave tube. 
The complete absence of a standing wave indicates a perfect-
ly anechoic termination. 
PISTON 
1 2 3 
. 1. Steel Wool 
2. Air Space 
3. Adjustable Reflecting Steel·Piston 
FIG. 15. ANECHOIC TEdMINATION 
0.43 INCH DIAMETER 
A suitable termination was constructed by filling 
a three :foot section of tube with loose (number 00) steel 
wool. The steel wool was backed with a three foot air 
space term~nating in ah adjustable steel piston~ Table II 
shows the value of ~he magnitude of the reflection factor 
measured versus the piston setting required to achieve 
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that reading. The fact that adjustment of the termination 
for minimum reflections might easily be neglected by the 
operator, makes this termination a possible source of error. 
To alleviate this possibility in the 1.87 inch diameter 
termination a different design was evaluated and found 
sat is factory. In this instance the steel wool was formed 
into a cone backed by a cylinder of steel wool and a solid 
reflecting piston [Fig. 1§]. 
TABLE II. EVALUATION OF 0.43" ANECHOIC TERgiNATION 
f R .Piston 
CPS Set tins 
300 0.03 19" 
500 0.02 25 II' 
1000 0.005 10 11 
2000 0.025 12 11 
3000 o.o 19" 
'+COO o.o O" 
L... 
j__l . 87" 
1. 4 foot cone, 3 foot cylinder, no. 00 
steel wool. 
2. 3 inch steel plug. 
FIG. 16. ANECHOIC TERMINATION 
1.87 INCH DIAMETER 
--------------------------------~ 
The physical action is considered to be multiple 
reflections :from t.he conical wool surface. These reflec-
tlons are directed into the termination rather than back 
toward the filter. The larger mass of steel wool used 
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provides e;reater dissipation than ln the small terminat1.on. 
Energy reflected :from the solid mass is .mostly dissipated 
in the steel wool. Reflections reaching the filter are 
small ror frequencies above 200 cps. Table III records the 
value of reflection factor versus the frequency. 






























The results of measurements taken below 200 cps are subject 
to interpretation according to the manner in which the 
magnitude and phase of reflections from the anechoic 
termination affect the standing wave. 
1'he _t:easuremen .. ~ _;3yste~ 
The requirements imposed on the measuring system are 
1) the measurement of microphone position to five thousandths 
of an inch and 2) ability to make measurements anywhere 
in the twenty-rour inch slot of the standing wave tube. 
The system used to accomplish both objectives without 
requiring excessive measurement time is shown in Fig. 17. 
4 5~ 
1 1 1 2 1 3 
1. Reversible, variable speed motor; 
2. Dog clutch; 
3. 3 inch dia. pulley; 
4. 1 1/2 inch dia. pulley; 
5. Bearing blocks; 
6. Limit s\d tch; 
1. Leadscrew; 
8. Tube connection, (attachment point for standing 








Ruler, divided in tenths of an inch; 
Chain drive; 
Eand wheel. 
FIG. 17. MOTORIZED IviEASUH.EI-·:ENT SYSTEM 
Connection between the leadscrew and the standing 
wave tube is by the tube connector, which is screwed to 
the split nut. Driving the leadscrew provides motion of 
the slidable tube and the microphone. The motor-pulley 
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comblnation is capable of turning the leadscrew at 1,200 
rpm. Since the leadscrew has ~en threads per inch, this 
speed will advance the microphone at a maximum speed ot~ two 
inches per second. A somewhat slower speed is useful in 
inspecting the standing wave pattern for maximum and minimum 
pressures. 
I;,J.easurements are made by noting the position of the 
tube on the ruler to the nearest tenth of" an inch. The 
measurement to the nearest one-thousandth of an inch is 
read from the micrometer dial. Since a ten pitch screw vras 
used, one turn of" the screw is equal to one-tenth inch 
and tr.:.e micrometer dial is divided into one hundred parts. 
Accuracy in measurement by this method is dependent in part 
on the accuracy of" the screw thread~ It was determined that 
the screw is accurate to 0.0007 inch in each inch measured. 
vlhen close measurements are required, the leadscrew may 
be adjusted with the hand wheel. 
Disconnecting the motor from the system by the use 
of the dog clutch makes hand adjustment easier and more 
accurate. Microswitches at either end of the screw limit 
the travel of" the nut. An electrical over-ride switch 
controls the on-off" functions of the micro-switches. 
With the over-ride in the left position, the right micrc-
switch does not affect the motor operation while the left 
micro-switch will shut the drive motor off when activated 
by contact with the driving split nut. Switching the 
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over-ride to the right position reverses the functions of 
the mlcroswltches. The split nut was designed to achieve 
zero backlash. This objectivA was not realized as tight 
adjustment caused binding and stalling of the screw. 
However, a loose ad,justment did not seem to hamper the 
measurement process if all measurements were made by turn-
ing the screw in one direction. Note here that the 
friction between the tubes of the standing wave apparatus 
caused a force on the connector tubes. This friction 
force was much larger in the 1.87 inch diameter tube. 
This increased force created a deflection of the connector 
tubes on the order of 0.050 11 • The measurement system 
was calibrated using the smaller standing wave tube so 
that the measurements made using the large standing wave 
tube would be in error by the amount of the increased 
deflection of the connector tubes. The highest frequency 
for Hhich this tube was used was 375 cps. The n;easurement 
error is 0.14% of a wavelength at this frequency and less 
at lower frequencies. The conclusion here is that the 
measurement error is of little consequence at the frequen-
cies measured. 
A ~~able ~e~gth E~ansion Chamber 
The need for an expansion chamber for experimental 
measurements bas been indicated. A variable length expan-
slon chamber [fig. 1[] was constructed for these tests. 
The inlet and outlet are 0.43 inch in diameter. The cha~ber 
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diameter is 1.87 inch. Variable adjustment of the chamber 
length up to eight inches is possible. An automobile 
* muffler was also evaluated in the investigation. The 
muffler was a configuration of expansion chambers and 
resonater elements. 
* 
FIG. 18. V ARIABL:E; LENGTH EXPANSION CHAMBER 
The automobile muffler was contributed by Laclede Metal 
Products co., Lebanon, Missouri. It is produced as a 
replacement muffler for a 1965 Chevelle with a 283 




Due to the quantity of data taken, an orderly procedure 
was a necessity. All data necessary for the calculation of 
reflection characteristics of a filter were obtained first. 
This was followed by ~he collection of d~ta necessary for 
t~e calculation of transmission characteristics. As often 
as possible the data were taken on the same day under the 
same atmospheric conditions. 
The equipment was allowed to stabilize for at least two 
hours before calibration and recording of' data. These 
s~eps are necessary for each data set taken on the standing 
wave tube or transmission tubes: 
1. Set frequency generator for desired frequency; 
2. Set sound analyzer for 1/10 octave operation 
and set center frequency; 
3. Set anechoic termination if the 0.430 inch apparatus 
is being used. 
vrt.en data are being taken on ·the standing wave apparatus 
at frequencies above 300 cps. these additional steps should 
be followed; 
1. Run rapid traverse inspection of the entire sound 
field; 
2. Measure the pressure maximum occurring closest to 
the termination; 
3. Measure adjacent minimum pressures being sure that: 
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a.) the pressure minimum closest to the termination 
1s measured (this location is used to calculate 
the phase angle); b) the locations or the pressure 
minima are measured rapidly. Rapid measurements 
are required since any variation occurring in 
frequency, temperature or driver output would 
change these locations. 
Also, it is noted here that accurate measurement or 
the location of a minimum pressure generally entails measure-
ing the locations of equal pressures occurring on eit·her 
side of the minimum and using the mean value as its location. 
Wnen data are being taken on the standing wave apparatus 
at frequencies below 300 cps, these·steps should be followed. 
1. .:tun a rapid traverse inspection of the sound 
field; 
2. If a pressure minimum does not occur within the 
measurement slot, extension tubas of the proper 
length must be inserted ·between the standing wave 
tube and the filter to be analyzed. Ir a 
minimum does occur within the slot but not near 
one end of the slot it may be moved by the use or 
extension tubes. The location and magnitude of 
the pressure minimum should be recorded. 
3. The location and magnitude of the largest pressure 
occurring within the slot should be recorded. 
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Again, rapid measur·ements should be made :for the 
reasons given above. 
When data are taken on the transmission tube apparatus, 
these steps should be followed: 
1. Keasure the sound pressure on the source side of 
the filter and use this value to determine gain 
settin~s for th~ sound analyzer ~nd oscilloscope; 
2. Int .. erchange the plug and microphone and obtain 
a second set of readings. If the pressure be-
hind the filter is much lower than in front, gain 
adjustments should be made on the analyzer only. 
After obtaining the data, wavelength calculations and 
the scaling of wavelengths (when necessary) are made. The 
* raw data is now in a form suitable for input to the computer. 
The computer program is listed as appe.ndix III and the input 
data is indicated·in the program. 
* The computer was programmed to solve for reflection 
characteristics, and to calculate transmission factors 
according to the procedure described in Fig. 4. When 
measurements are mad~ at or above 300 cps equations 14 
and 19 are used to calculate the reflection characteristics. 




DlSCUSSION OF RESULTS AND DATA 
Z...~easuremen~ of Tube Attenuation 
The early stages of this investigation concerned 
the measurement of reflection factors from a solid piston 
for varying frequencies. The tube attenuation (~) was not 
considered, and apparent reflection factor magnitudes were 
surprisingly loi"'. After theoretical attenuation factors 
were included, the results were much impr~ved. The litera-
ture i.nc11cates that larger than theoretical attenuation 
ractors occur in practice. Consequently, it seemed advis-
able to find a method for determining th~ actual attenuation 
occurring in the standing wave tubes. Theoretically the 
refl<;ction :factor magnitude for a solid piston is 1.0 and 
is equal to 
co!( X MAX- X,..,.>J) ~ 









and neglecting the values of e 4 and e * in comparison 
2X,.,,,., 









e. -z.o<XN11N- I 
These assumptions necessitate the measurement of adjacent 
maximum and minimum pressures at some distance fro~ the 
termination. 
and 
TANH1(p""'' 111 ) 
. P,,.tx 
This equatio~ was used in conjunction with the early data 
to derive the results presented in table IV. 
TABLE IV. CO~~ARISON OF THEORETICAL AND CALCULATED 
ATTENUATION FACTORS, (~). 
0 43" Standin5 Wave Tube . 




r~1easured T_heoretical % Dev. ·-
300 .00345; .00352 .002485 +40% 
500 .0112; .00907 .003205 312% 
1000 .00508; .00531 .00455 14.2% 
2000 .00695; 0.00686 .00642 7.5% 
3000 ~00971; .01058 .00786 29.5% 
l~OOO • 01088; .012 .00909 26.5% 
f-·-
F 1.87 11 Standins Wave T·ube .. _ 
-
CPS Measured Theoretical 1& Dev. 
-~ - ----
300 .000573 .00057 +.5% 
soo· .000654 .000739 -13.% 
1000 .00103; .00136 .00105 +11.8% 
2000 .00172 .001475 +14.1% 
3000 .002475 .00181 +26.9% 
4000 .00343 .00209 +39% 
~-···--- -
;\/:2 z_X .tiiN The basic assumption of e (<. e ' is easily violated 
-
at low frequency, and this may well explain the large 
percentage deviation in the results for the small tube 
at low frequency. Also~ errors made in measuring the 
value of the minimum press.ure (which is inherently small) 
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will af:t'ect the calculated value of attenuation linearly 
[see Appendix YJ. The equation is not useable below 300 
cps. This data, admittedly limited, indicates that the 
extent of deviation from the theoretical values may be fre-
quency dependent. 
The use of theoretical attenuation factors in evaluat-
ing the rigid-termination (R = 1) provided satisfactory 
results so further investigation of this method was termin-
ated. Support for this action is provided by other, more 
intensive Bnd accurate investigations of~, in which values 
within + 10.% of the theory were measured [9]. 
Evaluation of Small Expansion Chambers 
The investigation of the variable length expansion 
chamber included chamber lengths of one, three and six 
inches. The theoretical curves were drawn from equations 
(34) and (36), which were evaluated for average conditions 
0 
of 14.7 psia and 80 F. The characteristics of the three 
expansion chambers were evaluated experi~entally and four 
sets of data were plotted for comparison with the theoretical 
0 0 
curves. Room temperature variations from 78 to 86 F 
were noted on the data sheets. This temperature variation 
corresponds to variations between -0.18% and +0.55% in 
calculating the resonating (maximum tl"'ansmission) frequencies 
of the expansion chambers. This means that the theoretical 
curveH of Fig. 19 through 24 would be compressed or expanded 
on the frequency scale as the temperature varies negatively 
or positively, respe9tively, from 80° F. The major effect 
of temperature variations on the theoretical curves would 
be in the 'frequency ranges where sharp variations of magnitude 
or angle occur. For a one inch expansion chamber, the 
:t'esonating frequency varies -14 cps to +34 cps. The 
frequency range is inversly proportional to chamber length 
so that the error for the larger chambers is smaller than 
the above. The effect of these temperature variations is 
considered negligible on the data taken. The data requir-ed 
to evaluate the expansion chambers has been listed. 
Practically, it was found that for frequencies of 2,000 cps 
and below the recording of data was routine, while at fre-
quencies of 3,000 cps and 4,000 cps the recording of data 
was not at all routine. This was due probably to a number 
of things. First, the driver output dropped a great deal 
at frequencies above 2,000 cps (including 2,000), making 
measurements ~ore difficult. Also the pressure minima 
were found to be very sharply defined. In some cases 
movement of the microphone of 0.001 inch caused noticable 
change in the recorded sound pressure. This was a problem 
since ~ quick trav~rse of the field would not indicate 
the true .magnitude of the minimum pressure. Therefore, 
time consuming·adjustments in the region of the minimum 
were required. Also, at these high frequencies, slightly 
e:~· .~.·a "c l. c s '.:>l.:n<i p.ce :-;sure readings we:ce noticed. Th:ts fact 
S0!1J?t 1m':; s r:;c.de 1 t difficult to e sta bli sh pres sure loca t 1 ons 
to the coqulrod accuracy. 
section.( See pase 82 ) 
This is discussed in a later 
'l'ho '!P..athods were used in calculating the cho.racter-
~stics for the three filters at frequen~ies of 3,000 and 
4,000 cps. First, the data were calculated using the wave-
len~th obtained by measuring the locations of pressure 
~inima. Then the data were calculated using the wave-
length scaled from the measured data of 500, 1,000 and 
2,000 cps. A comparison of results indicated that mag-
nitudes of the factors had not changed appreciably but 
agreement among phase Bngles within the four data sets 
•·:a s cons 1 ch~ra bl y better. 
Considering Table V, if a change of ten or more 
degrees in phase angle led to bett~r agreement of a data 
point with the other th1•ee adjusted data points it was 
considered better data (b). Similarly, a ten degree change 
for the wcrse was considered wors~ data {w). Changes of 
less than ten degrees was considered the same data (s). 
Using this scheme, 50% of the data were improved by scaling 
the wavelength at 3,000 and 4,000 cps. Forty percent of 
the data remained the same while only ten percent changed 
for the worse. This was considered good evidence for 
plotting the "scaled 'rravelength" data at 3,000 and 4,000 cps. 
However, this evidence is tempered somewhat since the 
ocaled vavelengths are inaccurate to the extent that the 
temperature and frequency were not controlled precisely. 
Better results may be obtained at high frequency by the 
use of a shorter standing wavc tube using the measured 
wavelensth. 1}-~ef. ~. ( See appendix IV ) 
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Considering the characteristics of the one inch 
expansion chamber [}..,ig. 19 and 2q], it is seen that tho 
measured magnitudes of both the reflection and transmission 
factors are in good agreeffient ~ith the theory. However, 
when considering the reflection angle, some deviation is 
noted especially for the data designated by circles. 
These data were taken before (and resulted in) two major 
changes in the measurement procedure.* The remainder of 
the data nre somev1hat less scattered at hlgh :frequencies. 
If the circled data are, for the reasons indicated 
above, disregarded, the data points support each other 
well considering that measurement limitations, tcmpGrature 
variations and the existence and interaction of higher modes 
Q{ef. 15] at the filter may combine to displace the actual 
angles from their theoretical values. 
* Tbese changes we.re 1) the .measurement over several 
minima to calculate the wavelength thereby reducing 
the effect of a constant measurement error ln calculation 
of the wavelength, and 2) the measurement of phase angles 
(using the transmission factor apparatus) over a larger 
portion of the oscilloscope screen. 
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I' A3LE V. CALCULATED l~N GLES USING EXPE~~IY.EN'r AL (A.e") 
AND SCALED WAVELENGTHS (1 ) sc 
-----------·-··--· .. -_,. _______ , _____ 
Cha11;ber Data eR er 
Length Set 3000 cps 4000 cps 3000 cps 4-000 cps 
A ex '6 5~-~- ?.~c A ex A ex A sc ?.. sc 
-----
__ ,. .... 
- --
0 219 216s 135 234s -59 -60s --162 -112b 
t> 163 182b 151 169b -105 -152w -115 -105b 
1" 0 160 195b 151 164b -106 -156w -111 -lOI+b 
'/ 161 
" ' 
189b 42 186b -39 --l28b 153 --ll8b 
. ·-·~----.·------···-·---- ---------
0 87 182b 88 225b 25 -45w -24 50b 
t> 161 188b 144 lL~gs 70 26b 55 s~rs 
3" 0 182 220w 147 185b 9 3s 54 78b 
' / 174 174s 90 16Ltb 118 118s 6 5lb ,, 
----------· -------· 
_________ ... __ 
···--
0 143 182b 130 230s -150 -l22w -0 53b 
I> 157 181b 158 160s -108 -l69w 68 tS9s 
6" 15ls -150 ;...JA5s 65 6ls 
' "" litO 162b 54 159b -110 -·116s -16 47b ,,
0 ~69s 160 
---- -·-· ---· 
------•woo.-1 .... -----·----~---~ ... --... -... - ..... ---~ 
b = better agreement among the adjusted data 
s essentially same data 
w worse agreement among the adjusted data 
The measured values of transmission angle indicate 
severe and err~tic deviations from the theoretical. Although 
the individual values are repeatable within limits (except 
aeain for·the circled data), they do not show any frequency 
dependence either with the theoretical curve or with each 
other. This erratic behavior with freque~cy changes may 
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FIG. 19 REFLECTION Clu\RACTERISTICS OF A 
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FIG. 20 l~NSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF A 








eXists at the •liscontinuit:tes, c~ef. 15]. FOl' anothe.L' possi-
bility, ~ee page (82) concerning tube clearance. 
The data for the three inch expansion chamber is given 
in Fig. 21 and 22. The reflection factor magnituee agrees 
f"avorably with the theory. Agreement among the refleet1on 
angles is good for frequencies of 3,000 cps and lower except 
in two instances. The questionable data point at 500 cps is 
thought to result from an error in recording the data. At 
4,000 cps a noticeable spread oceurs in the data. This 
may be due in part ~o interaction with higher modes. The 
transmission data shows :fairly good agrecme11t at nearly all 
frequencies except 3,000 cps. This is simply noted at this 
time, but will be discussed further below. 
Inspecting Fig. 23 and Fig. 24, good agreement ls a~aln 
found for the magnitude of the reflection and transmission 
factors for the six inch expansion chamber. The refl~ction 
angle measurements were generally repeatable being slightly 
erratic at 3,000 cps and deviating from the theoretical at 
4,000 cps, possibly due to generation of higher moces. 
If the circled data on the plot of transmission angle is 
ae;ain disregarded., the agree:nent is seen to be falr, w1th 
erratic readings again occuring at 3,000 cps. 
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It has been shown that large scale deviations and erratic 
readings occur at 3,000 cps even when dkta at other frequencies 
is consistent, and close to the theoretical. Since these 
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FIG. 22 TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF A 
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the problem seems to be one ot: measurement.· Further, 
inspection of the raw data indicates the problem lies in 
the transmission data. Theoretically, higher mode propaga-
tion and interference should not af~ect the spread of 
calculated values at a given frequency, so that possibility 
is all but eliminated. The possibility of the microphone 
ad.ar.>tor cavity having a natural f1•equency at or around 
3,000 cps was investigated next. Approximate calcutations 
(by lumped parameter approximation) indicate a natural 
. 
frequency of the microphone cavity in the vicinity of 3,100 
75 
cps. The theoretical amplitude vs. frequency curve for such 
a system has a sharp peak at resonance. It is unwise to 
operate in the vicinity of this resonance because uncontroll-
able small variations in temperature and frequency (drift) 
cause vastly different amplitude response of the cavity. 
Such response of the cavity could cause the erratic results 
listed above. 
Evaluation of an Automobile 1-luffler 
The apparatus was also used to evaluate an automobile 
muffler. The frequencies of interest were determined by 
inspection of a spectrogram [}'ig. 25] of the on-vehicle 
performance. The cha.racteristic_s of the muffler were 
measured at.40, 100, 140, 200, 250, and 375 cps. Also 
the muffler was evaluated while oriented in its normal and 
reversed positions. Two runs of the data were made for 
1965 ehevelle 283 ci. V8 
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repeatability and the results are plotted in Fig. 26 and 27. 
~he murfler tested is a combination of primarily 
reactive muffler elements and is shown schematically in 
Fig. 28. Repetitive resonance, or high transmission, 
of sound energy is typical of reactive elements as may 
be aeen in the data for the expansion chambers. This trend 
is also seen in the muffler data at about_ 200cps. However, 
the curves for combination elements are not regularly repeti-
* tive , which makes possible the high value of reflection at 
1~00 cps. Also, it i.s noted that the sum of- the reflected 
and transmitted energy ( R2+ T2 ) does not equal one for 
any given case. This may be explained by the fact that the 
muffler has an extended length of about t~ree feet. Appreci-
able attenuation of the sound energy due to viscous and ther-
mal losses evidentaly occurs within the combination 6f elements. 
Reversing the muffler a1a not cause appreciable caffer-
ences in the measured characteristics. This i:nplies that 
the difference in inlet (2" Dia. ) and outlet (1.75" D1a. ) 
diameters caused only negligible reflections of the sound, 
and that the order in which the souhd impinges on tte elements 
causes no significant difference in the overall attenuation. 
The data. were repeatable except for the reflection angle 
at 250 cps. The lone deviation at this frequency is thought to 
result from a recording error. 
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It is notGd that the results listed for frequencies 
below 200 cps are subject to interpretation as mentioned 
previously due to the fact that the termination "'as not 
anechoic. In the worst case (40 cps) reflections on the 
80 
8,, 
order of 0.4 were noted. If the transmission !'actor magnitude 
is 0.6 then 24 percent of original wave is incident on the 
back side. of the muf:fler. Since the characteristics are 
the same (or nearly so) from either side, 14.4 percent of 
the original wave appears in front of the muffler due to 
non-anechoic re:flections. Further, this wave may have 
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any phase relation from in phase to out of phase with the 
incident wave. Depending on the phase angle, this addit,ional 
wave may cause deviations on the order of 15% in the value 
of the reflection factor. Its effect on the reflection 
angle is unknown. 
A comparison of the results of this investigation and 
the spectrogram can be helpful. The method used to make 
the spectrogram was to record the exhaust noise at the end 
of the tailpipe for constant speeds of 650 and 1,500 rpm. 
These speeds are equivalent to 40 and 100 cps, respectively, 
in terms of engine firing frequency. These frequencies 
constitute a major component of the sound energy, although 
components at other frequencies are also significant.· The 
1~rge energy component at 40 cps in both curves indicates 
that the measured value of reflection is relatively high 
and that of transmission relatively low, this may result 
from the behavior.of the anechoic termination, as mentioned 
above. The high component at 100 cps occurs only in the 
higher speed curve and is due to firing frequency. At 140 
cps the measurements indicate low transmission, while a 
large energy component is apparent on the spectrogram. 
This indicates that a relatively large component of energy 
-generally occurs at this frequency. 
The measurement of transmission at 375 cps is particularly 
interesting. Low transmission is indicated and a look at 
-~he spectrogram shows that the energy is much lower than at 
the surrounding frequencies. A more conclusive analysis 
would be possible if the exhaust noise spectrum without 
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the muffler were known. Also, it is not possible to predict 
the differences between the measured and the on-vehicle results 
which are caused by the variables of temperature, sound 
pressure level and tailpipe resonance. 
The effect of the flow of the transmitting medium on 
thesP, attenuation characteristics was not studied~ However, 
Smith [25] investigated in this field and concluded that 
no measurable effect occurs if the square of the mach 
number is much less than one. 
Discuss!~~ of a Possible Error 
In discussing the results of this investigation, 
individual errors were pointed out and a reason for the 
occurance of each error was given when possible. One add-
itional source of error is the possibility of leakage be~­
tween the sliding tubes. This is mentioned for two reasons, 
these being 1) a clearance of several thousandths of an 
inch was present between the smaller set of sliding tubes 
and an out-of-round condition occurred for the larger set 
of tubes; and 2) in some cases, erratic pressure variations 
'.tlere noted when small changes in microphone location were 
made in the vicinity of a minimum pressure (at high frequency 
for the small tube). This, of course, made accurate loca-
tion of the minimum pressures difficult and decreased 
coni'idence in the calculated results. 
A leakage condition would be variable depending on 
fit between the tubes at a given time in a given location. 
Variable losses could account for the spread shown in the 
data. However, it must be remembered that the limits of 
0 
measurement accuracy only allow confidence within to +15 
in a calculated angle at 3,000 cps, and to within +20° 
at 4,000 cpg. ( Also,see appendix IV ) 
Early in the investigation, the clearance between the 
tubes was filled with light oil both for lubrication and 
for sealing purposes. However, the oil also filled the 
microphone probe tube (by capillary action) and caused 
erratic sound pressure readings. Consequently, oiling of 
the tubes before each use was discontinued. 
This possibility of error is only suggested since its 
effect on the dat~ is unknown. However, it is supported 
to some extend in the measurements by Gatley [9] on a 
similar apparatus having very little clearance (lapped 
aluminum and brass tubes) did not exhibit the difficulty 




A major conclusion o~ this investigation is that the 
tube attenuation o~ sound must always be considered. 
This Has brought to light by the results obtained in 
measurements of reflection characteristics of a solid 
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p:\ ston. At 1, 000. cps the exper:tmentally measured 1·eflection 
:factor magnitude was increased from 0. 72 to· 0. 99 upon a.ccount-
lng for attenuation. Also it is apparent that the apparatus 
ls applicable to the measurement of attenuation factors if 
a:ppro.ximate r~:;sults only are required. Further investiga-
tion of the method would be required to estimate itB accuracy 
aud area of applicat.ion. Results from the analysis of 
expansion chambers indicate that the most. noticeable .effect 
of higher mode interaction seems to be the deviation of the 
phase angles from the theoretical. This effect was predlpted 
by Miles [15]. Also, due to the method of calculation, the 
·effect is probably greater on the transmission angle. The 
interaction of the higher mode perturbations is moat likely 
wben the discontinuities are closest together. Observa-
tion of the data shovfs that the tre.nsmission angle is affect-
ed to a greater extent for the one inch expansion chamber 
~han for the other two expansion chambers. 
The investigation shows that the perrormance of an 
expansion chamber can be 'measured when plane wave assumptions. 
are ful~illed. Finally, the duplication of the data taken at 
low frequencies shows that repeatable measurements may be 
made using the alternate method presented in section (II~). 
However, the accuracy of the results taken at frequencies 
~elow 200 cps may be questionable. The development of a 





In any project suggestions for the improvement of 
a procedure or of a piece of apparatus are apparent on 
completion of the project. One such recommendation con-
cerns further evaluation of the method presented for the 
measurement of tube attenuation factors •. An experimental 
study could est~blish its reliability and accuracy and 
thereby make the method useful. 
Since errors occur which are due to the length of 
tubing between the measuring slot and termination, a 
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·shorter tube for use at high frequencieB (abovo 2,000 cps) 
should be built. This tube would also be useable at frequen-
cies higher than those encountered in this report. This, 
of course, supposes that sound levels of measurable magni-
tude would be produced in the tube by the acouritic driver. 
ConnGctiona providing a better impedance match between the 
driver and tube than those presently in use would be help-
ful here. 
Leakage of sound pressure between the concentric 
tubes is proposed as a problem. Because of this any new 
tubes made according to this design sh6uld be carefully 
lapped to avoid clearance problems. Development of an 
apparatus which eliminated both the leakage problem and 
the length of tube between the measurement slot and 
termination would, of course, be a large step towards 
8? 
eliminating the error inh<~rent in the present <).pparatus. 
The measurement of the data required for both reflection 
and transmission characteristics could be measured in one 
experimental setup. This would be accomplished using the 
standing wave apparatus with the addition of a pressure measuring 
station between the filter and anechoic termination. 
In most practical applications of filters, flow through 
tte filter is a reality. The effects of flow are not well 
knuwn and therefore require study. High temperature as 
well as flow is common in many fluid. moving systems. 
Therefore, the effects of high temperature, if any, should 
n.lso be stud led. 
An investigation of the characteristics of simple elements 
such as bends, discontinuities,absorbing materials,etc., 
should be made with consideration given to the interaction 
of combinations of these elements. 
Finally, although the time and effort associated with 
data accumulation have been reduced and the :reduction of 
data has been computerized resulting in a considerable 
savings in time, further progress in reducing the effort 
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GLOSSARY 
.Ar,echoic termination: ln1 anechoic termination L~ a bounded 
space in which the reflected waves are sufficently 
wenk as to be nesltsible in the frequency range 
o .f in t e :Ct') c t, • 
Average Sound Pressure: The average sound pressure is 
the averase value, over one cycle, of ~he ffiagnitude 
of the instantRneous Gound pressure. 
Charact.er:i.stlc I:nr''3cl~lnce: The characto:cistic im1~ec~ance in 
a medium i~ the ratio of effective ~ound pressure 
to the effective particle velocity for free 
prosressive waves. It L3 e<!L.W.l to the :r;roduct 
of the prop:lt;:atlon velocity and the density of 
tho undisturbed medium. 
Decibel: The range of sound preasures which can be heard 
ls very l<'H'f::;:e. Consequently, sound levels are 
given in decibels as follo~s: 
'" r ) - "'0 lor- _E__ ~ >::> • --'. -- c: t:>] ~ P. 
__ u ref 
Sou~d Power Level (S.P.L.) 
I :.::. 10 log. ---·---
10 Iyef 
~31nc e dccitel values arc always 
given with respect to u reference quantity, the 
reference quantity must be specified. Cor.;rnon 
re ferencr3 quant 1 t le s are P1-ef 
and I f re 
-13 tt :::.:: 10 Ha • 
-6 
= .0002(10 ) bar 
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Iope~ance: Acoustic imp~dance is the ratio of the instan-
tnneous so'..md pressure to t.h<:'l insto.ntaneous volun::e 
velocity. 
In~3ert.~.on .·Loss: The insertion loss of an acoustic filter 
is defined a~ the difference of sound pressure 
level at a point in space with and without the 
muffler in place. 
Inet~!.ntancous Sound Pressure: The 1nstanta'::1ClOUs sound 
pressure <J.t a point is the t.otal lr.stant.ancous 
at the sa•;.~c point,. 
1~xlmum Sound Pressure: The IUlzi.r:lllm sound presstu'o ls the 
maximum valuo of the inntancnneous sound pressure. 
Nol se is de fined a a unu:..1.nted ol' ur;des L'ed sound. 
Plane Waves: A plan~ wave ls one in which tha wave front 
ts a plane normal to t.he dlrectlon of prop:.t.sat.lon. 
.t~'2 fle c t l.on il.n£:::1 e : When a sound wave is tncldPnt on a dis-
continuity the phase angle between the incident 
and l"'Oflected Haves is dr.'i'lned an th(~ reflcctlon 
angle. 
deflection Factor: h hen a sound. have 1 s 1 n c 1 '-~ c n +... on a d 1 s-
cont.inuity the complex ratio of the .ccf'lectcd i-.-ave 
pressure to the incident wave pressure is defined 
as the reflection factor. 
H8sular ~eflection: The regular reflection of a sound is the 
chanse of direction of propagation at a surface 
such that the angle of incidence and angle of 
reflection are equal and in the same plane. 
Sound: Audible sound results from pressur~. perturb::ltions 
about a static level. The freqtiency of the per-
turbations ranges from 20 to 20,000 cycles per 
£3ec end. Also the levels of audible sound pressure 
range from 0 to 140 decibels - ref. to .0002 
Higher ~;;ound pressures exist but may 
cnuse pain and/or instantaneous damase to the ear. 
Sound level is the sound pressure expressed in 
O.ecibels measured by an instrument using wei~:_:l":tlng 
scales other than a flat .cesponse over the l·Jca~·l.ng 
Sound I'ressu.r•e Level: Sound pressure level iE the sound 
pressure expressed in decibels measured by an 
instrument having a flat response from 20 to 
20,000 cycles per second. 
Termination: Termination as used in this report refers to 
any discontinuity or muffler inserted into the 
sound path for the pm:·po Ge of at, t cnuD. t i ng t f:e 
sound pressure. 
Transmission Angle: When a sound wave is incident on a 
95 
d18continuity the phase angle between the transmitted 
and incident wave is defined as the transmission 
angle. 
'I'ran.smlssion .i."actor: When a sound wave is incident on a 
discontinuity the complex ratio of the transmitted 
wave pressure to the lncldent wave p1·essure is 
defined as the transmission fa~tor for the discon-
tinuity. 
Transmission Loss: Transmission loss is defined in several 
ways in the literature, the most general being 
as described above under "rraruunlsslon Factor". 
If the transmission loss (TL) is· given in decibels 
the following equation is generally implied: 
T .L. == 20 log10 {::-where p 2 = tran::;mi ttcd sound 
pressure p 1 = incident sound pressure. Xany special 
case formulae are given ln. the literature. 
Volvme Velocity: Volume velocity is the rate or flow of the 
Joedium through a ~=>pacified area. 
.4PP.i~NDIX 2. 
1. Jensen 40 watt Eorn Driver. 
2. General Radio Beat-Frequency Audio Generator. Type 
1304-B, Serial No. 3276. 
3. General ~adio Sound and Vibration Analyzer and Graphic 
Level aecorder. Type 1564-A, Serial No. 1184. 
4. General Radio Sound Level Meter. Type 1551 - C, 
Beria.l No. 4671. 
5. General ~~adio Ceramic l•:icrophone. •rype l560-.P5, 
Serial No. 1601. 
6. Dynakit 40 watt Amplifier. 
1. Tektronix Storage Oscilloscope. Type 564, Serial 
Xo. 7764. 
8. Craftsman l/2" Electric Drill ~~otor, Variable Speed, 
HeversiblH. Serial No. 5211. 
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COMPUTE~ PROGRAM 
The equations for determining values for reflection 
and tr·C..11smission characteristics, utilizing the standing 
wave method presented in this report, have been adapted to 
solution by digital computer. Complex numbers in the form 
of phasor notation have been used to desl3nate the oscilla-
tory nature of the sound waves. Input data is derived from 
bot.h the standing vmve tube and tranmfliss.ion t·u.be experi-
Preliminary ~and calculations for deter-
mining the wavelength _sj_mplify the input data Bnd also al.low 
scaling of the wavelength for frequencies below four hundred 
and fifty cycles per second. S c a li n g 1 s n e c c ::: :::-.G. I' y s 1 n c e 
Dn accu.t·ate Havelene;th men.suremont ca.n only be made by 
recoJ"'ding the distance between t1·:o pres;:-;ure :ninirr:a. (The 
[:f'(-3SBt~rc~ n:axlrna are not ·~r~ell deflt1ed.) T'..:o mini:r:a are 
not available in tha two foot slot for .frcfJ_uuncics Lelow 
four hundred and fifty cycles per second. 
A d;_:_ta set as l~cferred to in the procr~'-m consists of 
all the input data necessary for the determination of the 
r~:d'loction and tran:3rn1sB1on cl::Bl'BcterlstJic~; for a s:lne;le 
~uffler configuration at a single frequency. A cocvenient 
code for identification of the data is also uocd. 
1 s 1 1 sed be 1 ow a 1 on g '!tl t h a sa ~n p 1 e o f output d n. t a • 
'l'Le prot:::r•am 
/~.,.,.,l.l '··::i")Qnl4? .,TV'<'--1 FfG"f'S-·-~ cu'""l'L-<'Y PDIL rl;(.£.. .. '.'J..l..-rt:_\ -.l~. , -) J .. .l.J..:.L•-~-. ~ .ti ..-~ . .~ . ._:) l.J V \.. ·J.:... • .L. 4C3b28 



















































CliLCUL,'-tTION O'i<, :SXYE:.Ui-lENTAL E AND T FAGTOrtS. 
r'()r'·~ 1 1 IN,....-' ,....,XF "•-c•ION CT.TA, . .,., ... ,=> (XC) 2 3 I .... ~..;_. . ..~.c..: -::..: _l, vH .e., ~hi.'~o .. 1 ·ll ~-·· ... ;~tt ... .~.-\. .. .; , ::: NCH 
XC, 3 ::::. G INCH XC, 4 :.::: AUTO l:mi:<,F'T .... Ei~, 5, = HEVE.KSED 
./iU'i'O .: ... liJFFLS.i.~. DEi:.<'Il\ITION 01.<, ViL~lABLES : A= 
ATT:.:.~NUArl'IOX F~iCTO .. ~S,K 7= NO. OF SETS_ OF DA'l'A S.i:<:TS, 
XO = NO. OF DATA SETS PE~ ~UFFLErl ANALYSIS, 
:i?Ivi ,~ r•iAX.IEUH l'FcESi3U.:-(.E K2:ASU~"<F:D AT LOC1\TION XM, P1 -
F i{ r:-:::;.s U£{2: l':IN IEU1"~ ~-:iEASU.l.ED AT LOCATION Xl , WAVEX -
PX . t>Edi:V:EN'rliL \i'AVELENCHH, .. 1< ..... :::: FltEQUENCY, TUBE --
1 If:> 0. 5 INCH S'tlT, TUBE = 2 IS 2 INCH SWT 
l 20RMAT (6Fl0.4) 
',) ',:;' II J) ( l c.; 6 ) K J.l .. ..J...... \.. , _, 
56 FO,~HAr ( lilO) 
;·en T E ( 3 , 16 ) 
J. 6 ~:''0r{i:'L4. T { 1 1 1 ) 
1. •. , ...... ~.,r (l,..,-,6 ~) ·~ l' U ,--{_[~>"'~ • c: .t' • ./ 
~:/:Ul'E (3,10) 
1.c·) '<'O<~'A'f ( t-X 1 ~' 1 9X 1 '~' 6X ':::.: }JHA(~-'-' 1 6X 1 T 1 6X 'T 
.. z. .. ._ .i. ..... v __ J..--1:. :,) J .a,: I ... , J.. \. J' , l. \. . .L "-" .L:~ ' I I I 
1 ·,:.--:.c '\S-::4'' l'X 1 ',rl' 'ITT<'X' 5X 1 CODE' ) 
' -- 1 ........ 1. ~~ ' ~ . ' i { ' \ " J...:..t , • ' 
3t<~f~D ( 1,1) XL1, XL2 
DO 20 L:::l, K 
HEAD (1,4) CODE , TUBE 
,i.EAD (1,56) NO 
DO 20 J :-: 1, lV~O 
31~1·11) ( 1, L~) Pl<I, :J?l, Xlv:, Xl, vUlVB~X, P3, pl+, XL3, XL\v, F 
IF (TUBE-1.1)5,6,6 . 
5 I =-1 
ld3C == XLl 
GO TO 3 
6 I :::: 2 
ABC :.:: XL2 
IF(£< ..... 295.) 127,127,3 
127 A ·::: 0. 0000308-J:·SQd.'l' (F) /0. 935 
XPOl - EXP {2.0*A*XM) 
XP02 _ EXP (2.*A*(2.*X1-XM)) 
XP03 - EXP ( 2 • .;(-A-;<·Xl) 
Xl)04 __ J£XP (A*(3."}Xl-2.*XN)) 
XP05 - EXP (A*Xl) 
X:t-06 EXP ( 2. -:<- A"q X1- XJ.'-:::) ) 
PL\i!;SS :.= (J?IIIi/.Pl )*-l<2 Al~HA ::.: 4.*3.1416*ABS(XK-X1)/WAVEX 
L-i:OCK :::: cos ( AJ .... PI:iA) 
cn..-r ::= XP01+X.P02-2. ·:<XP03*d0CK 
CT.OS ::-..:Pl J'*' ( ( XPOlt·-- XPOS-~-.~OCK) /CI:\~+;.JQ:tT ( ( XP05*rtOCK-
l XP04)>Hl·2 · -G:Ucl*(XP06-PHE~3S) )/CIE) . 
• {::.: ( CLOS >*X.?03- .Pl~~XPOC;)) /CLOS 
GO 'l'O il29 
3 A = 0.0000308*SQriT(F)/0.215 
'L - ];'XP ( X 1 f*A) }i -- .J...J ~~ ..... 
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39 A2 = EXP ( X1*A) 
40 ~ = (PM*A2-P1*Al)/((?M/A2)+(Fl/Al) 
41 1~29 PEASl = ( IJ.. O*X1 )/l·iAVEX 
42 DO 8 ~= 1,200 
4 3 D ::: 2-'rN-1 
44 IF (D-PHASl) 8,8,7 
45 8 CONTINUE 
46 7 PHASE -::: ( (PHAS1-D)*l80.0)+360.0 
47 AO = 1.0 
48 ANGLE = PHASE/57.3 
49 F1 = rl*COS(ANGLE) 
50 F2 = ~* SIN(ANGLE) 
51 rlO = CMPLX {F1,F2) 
52 BO = dO*AO 
53 Z = ( 6. 2832-l<ABC )/'tlAVEX 
54 Y = C:(.IPLX (O.O,Z) 
55 S1 = A*ABC 
56 SP = EXP (81) 
57 A1 = SP*AO->~CEXP ( Y) 
58 A = -l.O*Z 
59 V= CMPLX(O.O,X) 
60 SFI·i = EXP ( -1. o-~S1) 
61 B1 = SP~.ti -1<- BO*Cf;.xp ( V) 
62 Cl = Al + B1 
63 dAT = f4/F3 
6 1+ AX == (XL3/XLW)·:~6. 2832-:q-1.0) 
65 Zl = CI,~PLX(O.O,lLX) 
66 C2 = Cl*RAT*CEXP(Zl) 
67 S2 = A*ABC 
68 SP2 = EXP(S2) 
69 A4 = SP2~<-c2.;;-CEXP ( Y) 
70 G = REAL (A4) 
71 H = AIMAG(A4) 
72 ABST = SQHT(G**2+H**2) 
73 IF (G)l2,13,12 
74 13 IF (H}14,14,15 
75 14 p = -90.0 
76 GO TO 20 
77 15 p = 90.0 
78 GO TO 20 
79 12 P = (ATAN2(.~\BS(H) ,ADS(G)) )~<57.3 
80 IF (J)91,17,17 
81 91 IF {H)18,18,19 
82 17 IF (H)21,21,20 
83 18 P = P-180.0 
8L~ GO '£0 20 
85 19 P = 180.0-P 
86 GO TO 20 
87 21 P = -l.O*P 88 20 WaiTE {3,25) Fla,FHASE, ABST,P,WAVEX,CODE 






F' R 3. PEASE T T PHA.SE 'd.A. VEX CODE 
300. 0.!3221 207.91:.95 0.5880 -66.8100 1+5. 3900 1. 
::co. 0.9161 20?.:5!349 0.4155 -68.1065 26.9860 1. 
1000. 0.9028 188. 22il9 0.1882 
-·93. 8053 13.5660 1. 
2()00. 1.0122 172.4798 0 .103'7 -90.8520 6.7990 1. 
:;coo. 1.0106 161.9192 0.0729 --39.8577 4.5400 1. 
L+OOO. 1.1328 /.t2. 0916 0.0677 153.3283 3.4510 1. 
300. 0~9647 183. <'3 1+39 0.2010 -97.0588 45.1010 2. 
·soo. 0.9"(11+ 186.lt-805 0.1521 -93.3267 26.8860 2. 
1000. 0.9287 1r(8 o 2945 0 o 052r{ -105 • 1+871+ 13.5080 2. 
;:::ooo. 0.9839 161.7269 0.2241 -113.8'707 6. ·rreo 2. 
:)COO. 0.9260 171+. 9600 0.1387 118.1516 Ll-.5010 0 ,_. 
4ooo. lo 02r{3 90.8955 0.1526 6.6575 3.4100 2. 
300. 1.0083 177.6125 0.1118 -107.4170 45.221-20 3. 
soo. 0.9959 179.0893 0.0723 -98.5283 26.3860 3. 
1.000. 0.8682 163.4860 0. 21+03 -115.2373 13.5160 7; ../o 
2000. 1.0015 166.~?439 0.1482 79. 41+13 6.8020 3. 
3000. 0.89f::.O J.LiO. 229!+ 0.2476 -110.8037 I+. 5260 7; ~·. 
·~ 000. 1. 0'765 54.4702 0. 0821+ -16.8982 3.4300 3. 
40. 0.7~210 190. 098L~ 0. 57L1-9 -59 . 1+395 31+0. 8000 4. 
100. 0. 8/}99 165.2072 0.4357 -101+ .1425 11+1. 5 000 4. 
11+0. 0.'7678 149.1943 0 .l.l-167 -1L~0.171+9 98.0000 '+. 
200. 0.'+426 1'+5. 7866 0.6471 151.2975 68.5000 4. 
-250. o. s;388 197.9669 0.5695 103.7181 9+ ~ 5000 1+. 
:575. 0.8236 178.8510 0.0561 -123.4258 36.3520 4. 
LfO. 0.6923 187.0288 0. 5991+ -54.6761 3"+2. 1201 s. 
100. 0.8239 16~). 6J.OI+ 0 .1+749 -105.0449 136.8500 5. 
.l)~O. 0. 71/tlj . 13(3.0741 0. 1+029 -151.2556 9'7. '(500 5. 
200. 0. ~~079 l.)IJ.. l.t·999 0.6019 143. 9 1+19 68. lf2JtQ 5. 
250. 0.6922 301.1003 o. 'n31+ 1 2 h • 1+ 7 LJ. 3 51+. 7L~oo 5. 
:575. l. 06119 1h.l.8D86 0.1901 -78.6832 36.5560 s. 
COf!.FILE T I i·~Ec-= 7.43 SECONDS, EXECuTION 'r Il·.I.E= 2.49 SECONDS, 
OSJ .£<~C'I' CODE= 119<34 
i(EQ.UI3.ED ACCUrt.ACY IN lv:EASUi(El>'I.ENT 
Errors which occur in the calculated reflection angle 
. .l:ce due principally to tvro sources. rrhe phase angle is 
cal(.;ula ted from 
CJ e = 2 -c x MIN + nrr ). n == 1, 3, s ... 
Hhel:'e n is the largest odd inteser allOvling a poBitive 
value :for e . The ratio ~ equals ZJ[_ ~.nd since the wave-
] ene;th is easily measured, the latter form is used. ·rhere .• 
t'ore, 
e 
where A indicates the exper:i.mentally measured y;ave1enr::rt.h. C:::K o 
The preferred value of X min is the location of the 
pressure minimum occurring closest to the termination. In 
most cases it is not possible to find the preferred value 
h'lth this equipment, but rather a value wllich is separated 
:from the termination by an integral number of wavelengths. 
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If the preferred value of X min is found, an error in measur-
ing ~e~W\11 cause a linear error in e • However, if a..ny 
other X r.nin is measured, an additional error in e occurs 
for each intervening wav~length. Since the distance between 
the end of the measurement slot and the termination is thlrtj-
three inches, approximately ten intervening \-.ravelength occur 
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at 4,000 cps. Because of this a l/3% error ln measurement 
of ~/2 (between adjacent, pressure minima) causes .::tpprox1-
rnately a twenty dee;re(~ error in the calculation of the 
reflection angle. The same percentage error at 400 cps 
causes only a two degree error in e This large difference 
is totally due to the additive n<:iture of thl~ e1Tor. Ustng 
1/3% of ~ /2 as a criterion for measurement, the table ex 
below lists the error inherent in calculat\ng9. 
F Error 





3000 14 !.tQ_gg _______ ..?,.Q. _______ _ 
Errors of this magnitude can be avoided by building a 
standing w~ve tute for hi3h frequencies only. 'rhe rc r· ul t ing 
shcrter tube vrould rw.ve less inherent error bccau:Je the 
distance betw·3en the !:J'HS"Llr1ne; a1ot and the ter;rination 
would be reduced. 
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TEE EF.F'SCT OF M~SASUd.EK2NT EKl.iO.i~S .liND APP~~OXII-~ATIO~'JS 
ON THE CALCULATED VALUE OF TUBE ATTENL~TICN (~) 
The approximate equation used to evaluate the tube 
attenuat.lon is, 
in 3 c1g1d piston. Because R is equ~l to 1.0 at zero 
!n phase and their combination theoretically causes a 
z '3 ro n:i n 1 J}j1rn pr·r; s sure. The pressure actnally ;nca£3ured 
~1t a m.i ntmu:,1 location i.s then vecy small, particularly 
with respect to P ~ax. Also, the pressure minl~a are 
;:;cne:::':llly q_uite sharp w.tth presr3UJ:'e incrcasi:15 r'apidly on 
either side of the minimum. 
e.r't'crs wblch are on tho order of magnituce of the n;c.?a~~urcri 
quantity .:J.re quite possible~ Consider a typical case in 
Hhich the magnitudes of P r"ax and P min are 1.0 and 0.01 
respectively. A measuren;ent of P min equal to 0.02 causes 
an error of 100% in the ratio of (P min/P ::n<l.X). A study 
of' the table of' hyperbolic tangents sho·>'~s tha.t the value 
of tanh (x) and its argument (x) are n~arly equal when 
the argu~ent is less than 0.2. Therefore~ errors 1~ the 
meRsurement of P min affect the calculation of tube 
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attenuation directly. A small measurement error causes 
a large percentage error in <X • In the above example the 
calculated value of ~ is doubled due to a small measurement 
error. 
To obtain the approximate equation the values of 
-o<.% C(.:Ye. 
e ~ and e were neglected in the following equation: 
The largest errors resulting from these approximations 
occur at low frequencies where ~ and X min are of the same 
order of magnitude. If o< < 0. 003 in -r , A is approximately 
44 inches and X min = 33 inches, then the approximation 
o(/}Z z. o<. X r 
e -<<. e ,.,., N causes an error in the numerator of 4.4%. 
Al 1 t 1 -cxA.;4- f 3 5ot The result-so, neg ec ng e causes an error o • ~· 
ins· total error is 8. 2Tjb in (P min/P max). Compared to the 
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